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The HYPOCRISY
All Christians ignoring Holyday 2 are HYPOCRITES and ENEMIES of Christ!

Ignoring Holyday 2 reveals the hypocrisy of not being able to "analyze this present time", that the very next
Holyday that God will fulfill will be Holyday 2 - a miraculous deliverance of God's people as typified by the
Crossing of the Red Sea by the ancient Israelites!
By ignoring Holyday 2, Christians are dishonoring the sacrifice Christ made to fulfill Holyday 1 as our Passover,
and are not truly following Him in focusing on the very next BIG EVENT in God's Holyday-based Plan
- HOLYDAY 2!
Lk 12:56
"You hypocrites! You know how to analyze the appearance of the earth and the sky, but why do you not analyze
this present time?"

Now how many Christians are truly "with Me [Christ]" about Holyday 2 today, and what is "gather with Me"
referring to in the below verse?
Isn't this "gathering" referring to the gathering of believers from all nations to the Desert Oasis that is
miraculously created as the fulfillment of Holyday 2 (Isa 55:5 and Zech 2:10-11)?
By ignoring Holyday 2, hypocritical Christians actually become Christ's ENEMIES because their inaction will
lead many more people to be scattered to all nations during the Great Tribulation (Ezek 5:2,10,12).
Mt 12:30
"He who is not with Me is against Me; and he who does not gather with Me scatters."

LISTEN: It is time to analyze and realize that the next "sign" for "this present time" is Holyday 2!
The truly called and converted Christians will help announce HOLYDAY 2 to the world so that as many as
possible from ALL nations will really understand the significance of the miraculous "transformation of the
desert" (Isa 55:13 NASB - click "Footnotes" at bottom) as the fulfillment of Holyday 2, and will actually be
convicted enough by it to respond and gather there to marry Christ on Holyday 3 as His "First Fruits" Bride and
become the Holy Pentecost Nation(Rev 5:9-10)!

Don't be a HYPOCRITE and ENEMY of Christ!
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